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Prior to visiting a new location, there are typically security checks and procedures that must be followed 

by end-users. For existing employees, this process is usually straightforward as they have already been 

vetted and can easily arrange visits or request access through the applications available within  

the corporate environment. 
 

However, for external end-users such as new hires, visitors, vendors, or patients, this process can be  

more complicated. They are considered unknown users and are required to provide their information 

in person or via email, relying on an administrator to submit access requests on their behalf. 
 

Vector Flow’s Contingent Workers PIAM Portal is a unique tool that allows end-users to submit their  

information remotely, ensuring they can obtain necessary access without compromising security.  

End user requests are sent directly to the appropriate approvers or access providers, streamlining  

the security process for faster and more efficient operations. 

Key Use Cases for the Contingent Workers PIAM Portal

Employee/Contractor Onboarding 

During the onboarding process, unique portal links can be sent to new hires. Through the Contingent 

Workers PIAM Portal, they can conveniently submit essential information, upload necessary  

documents, add photos, sign NDA agreements, and complete training programs. This reduces  

the lag time between the hire date and the start date, minimizes reliance on manual data  

collection processes for HR and security teams, and ensures that required information is  

accurately captured. 
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Visitor Preregistration

After being added to a visit by the host, visitors 

receive a unique visitor portal link that allows them 

to complete all necessary visit requirements prior  

to arrival, including checking in on the day of  

their visit. This feature saves time and effort for  

the reception desk while also ensuring a smooth 

and hassle-free check-in experience for visitors.

Patient Self Service

Our patient portal offers a unique option for  

patients to add or update their details, ensuring 

that accurate information is available for their 

care. Inpatients can also use the portal to manage 

their visitors by adding trusted friends and family 

members, excluding unwanted visitors through their 

personal watchlist, or limiting the maximum number 

of visitors. In addition, a separate portal is available 

for friends and family members to update their own 

information. This speeds up the check-in process, 

and reduces the burden on the reception desk, 

allowing them to focus on more pressing tasks.
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About 

Vector Flow is dedicated to using machine learning and automation to deliver improved operational efficiencies  

and effectiveness across the entire physical security domain. The company’s advanced cloud-enabled and  

on-premises platform converts raw security data from multiple sources into intelligent insights to drive operational 

performance and business results. Vector Flow automates several key security processes such as Physical Identity 

& Access Management, COVID Return to Work Management, Visitor Identity Management, SOC Automation, False 

Alarm Detection & Reduction, etc. Vector Flow solutions leverage data intelligence to automate business processes, 

tasks, and workflows to reduce security distractions and expand continuous intelligence – allowing security personnel 

to focus on tasks that matter and make decisions faster.
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